
St. KRISHNA BODH SHIKSHA SADAN 
Dear Parents, 

 The school will remain close for summer vacation w.e.f. 15/05/2023 (Monday) to 30/06/2023 
(Friday) (both days inclusive) and will re- open on 01/07/2023(Saturday). 

However, the School –Office will remain open upto 31stof May 2023. 

                              HOLIDAY HOME-WORK                    CLASS- 3rd 

Dear Students, 

 Learn & revise all the syllabus in all subjects for the Periodic Test-1 because soon after 
reopening of school you will be having your Periodic Test-1. Do the following subject-wise 
activities on separate A4 or A3 size sheets (whereas required). Make your projects/activities as 
beautiful and colourful as you can. 

 Make a separate H.H.W. copy for solving the PDFs on practice work for English , Hindi & Maths 
being sent alongwith. 

 
ENGLISH: Write a few lines about your last birthday party in your own words. 
Activity:  Find out action words from newspaper or magazine and paste them in attractive way. 

MATHS: Learn & write counting from 501-1000. 
     Learn and write table 2 to 10. 

Activity: Draw an abacus and show numbers on it using bindis or beads. 
 
SCIENCE: Write a short note on ‘Chipko Movement.’ 
Activity: Collect different types of leaves paste on a sheet and label them also. 
 
S.ST: Learn and write the name of Indian states and their capital. 
Activity: Draw a diagram showing the eight planets of the solar system in their orbits around the sun. 

G.K: Activity: Paste picture of any five famous sports personalities and write 2-3 lines about their  
                         achievement. 
 
DRAWING: Draw a beautiful scenery , colour it by using crayon colours.  

MORAL EDUCATION:  Activity: Grandparents are the backbone of a family , the root of our lives  
                                                         Write a poem on grandparents.  

COMPUTER: Write 10 uses of computer. 
Activity: Paste the picture of various fields where computers are used. 

हहहहह :  हहहहहहहहहह: एए एएए- एएए एएएए एएएएए एए एएएएएए एएएए एएएए 

एएए? एएएएए एएएएए एएए एएएए एएएएएएएएए एए 1-2-3…. एए एएएए एएए 

एएएएए एएएएए (एएएएए एएएएएएएएएएए एएए ए. 36) 

Submit the Holiday Homework Copy & all the activities to the class teacher on working days 
between 27th to 30th June for checking between 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 

HAVE FUN! 


